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You might have heard about Clearview AI

www.cnn.com/2020/02/26/tech/clearview-ai-hack
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Their clients weren’t just law enforcement

www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ryanmac/clearview-ai-fbi-ice-
global-law-enforcement
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It turns out it is being used in Canada too

[March 01, 2020]

globalnews.ca/news/6616892/opp-clearview-ai-technology

[March 04, 2020]

www.cbc.ca/news/politics/clearview-ai-rcmp-facial-recognition-
1.5482266
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Clearview isn’t alone (meet Rank One)

web.archive.org/web/20200130225520/https://www.rankone.io/
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The racial accuracy question
The following is posted on Rank One’s blog...
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Rank One partners with IoT hacking co.
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Rank One partners with IoT hacking co.
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They also partner with DHS and DOD

web.archive.org/web/20200130225520/https://www.rankone.io/
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Another company...NEC

onezero.medium.com/nec-is-the-most-important-facial-recognition-
company-youve-never-heard-of-12381d530510
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NEC’s “Safe City” initiative

onezero.medium.com/nec-is-the-most-important-facial-recognition-
company-youve-never-heard-of-12381d530510
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iOmniscient + Cisco + Microsoft
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iOmniscient + Cisco + Microsoft
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iOmniscient + Cisco + Microsoft

www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/solutions/Verticals/CCI/Safety-
Security/CKC-SnS-DIG/CKC-SnS-DIG.html
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France bans (Cisco) facial rec in schools
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Sweden also bands facial rec in schools

edpb.europa.eu/news/national-news/2019/facial-recognition-
school-renders-swedens-first-gdpr-fine en
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City-wide bans
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More bans/moratoriums
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And then there is London...
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Unfortunately, February of this year...

Jim Shultz tried everything he could think of to stop facial
recognition...from entering the public schools in Lockport,
a small city 20 miles east of Niagara Falls...He wrote an
Op-Ed in The New York Times. He filed a petition with
the superintendent...
But a few weeks ago, he lost. The Lockport City School
District turned on the technology to monitor who’s on the
property at its eight schools, becoming the first known
public school district in New York to adopt facial recogni-
tion, and one of the first in the nation.
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Closing thoughts

• Europe (e.g., France and Sweden) moving towards a ban on facial
recognition in schools. London has a different view...

• Several US cities (San Francisco, Berkeley, Oakland, Somerville,
Brookline) have banned city usage, and California has 3 year
moratorium on law enforcement usage.

• North America has recently been following Europe on privacy laws.

• It’s time for North America to ban facial recognition in schools (and
beyond).
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